Collingwood Distinguished Lecture for Diversity

Tiq Milan,
“The Future of Inclusion: Innovating in a Post-COVID World”

Tuesday, Sept. 15, 2020
3:00 – 4:00 p.m. EST

For SUNY Fredonia’s inaugural Collingwood Diversity Lecture, Tiq Milan will deliver a virtual presentation, “The Future of Inclusion: Innovating in a Post-COVID World.”

Tiq is a transgender man who has experienced gender on many different points across the spectrum. He will share stories of his journey of becoming a man and what he’s learned about the masculine experience and binary gender.

Tiq is a Black trans activist, writer, public speaker, and strategic media consultant. He’s moderated conversations about LGBT representation in media for HBO’s Newfest Film Festival, The Toronto Film Festival, LOGO and MTV. He’s worked with HBO, NBC News and various film and television producers on the rollout of several projects including the documentaries HBO’s Suited and Netflix’s The Death and Life of Marsha P. Johnson. A journalist for over a decade, his work has appeared on MIC, Buzzfeed, NBC, and CNN, among others. His 2016 TED Talk “A Queer Vision of Love and Marriage,” alongside his wife Kim Katrin Milan, has been viewed over 3 million times and continues to inform and inspire people all over the world.

(Can't virtually attend? Registrants will receive a link to the recording.)

For questions, contact: diversity@fredonia.edu
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